2019 Annual Meeting

By Cathy Pierce, Planning Chair

TMRA tips their hat to the following companies and individuals for helping make the 2019 Annual Meeting successful!


**Legislators of the Year** – Representative J.M. Lozano and Senator Larry Taylor

**Legislative Panel** – Mike Nasi, Ty Embrey, Matt Hallmark, and Mance Zachary

**Speakers** – David Perkins, Peter Christensen, Charles McConnell, Francye Hutchins, Teri MacNabb

To all golfers and fishermen, your resilience is world-class! You helped turn a dreary day into a little more fun by hopping on the bus to TopGolf. Just proof that rain does not affect miners.

It was a perfect evening for **Fun Night** at The Bryan Museum. For those that missed it, please make a point of visiting the next time you are in Galveston. It is certainly worth your time!

Another **record** year for the auction as we raised **$272,500** in the raffles, football pot, and live and silent auctions. Included in this number are sponsorships of **42** teachers.